W E L C O M E
KROME IS A NETWORK FEATURING SOME OF THE MOST IMPORTANT ITALIAN MANUFACTURERS
OF PRODUCTS FOR THE CONSTRUCTION SECTOR.

Historical firms or new up-and-coming realities, all of which ambassadors for the beauty and practicality
of Made in Italy in the world. In our catalogue, you can find all you need for your home refurbishment or
simply for renovating some parts, by adding an elegant touch of Italian style.

From Italian decorative paints to marble, from ceramics to stuccoes, from luminaires to furnishings.
We offer only premium quality products, syntheses of tradition and innovation, which you can purchase
directly online. We will follow and guarantee your order, all the way from the manufacturer to your
doorstep.
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Allow Italian style to inspire your home renovation. Centuries of beauty are ready to enter your house.
It’s easy. All it takes is Italian paints, marbles, luminaires. All it takes is a detail. All it takes is allowing
a unique and easily available style to conquer your heart. A Made in Italy house refurbishment means
warmth, elegance, passion for details and above all quality. This is a luxury you can afford.
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Be inspired by our blog. Discover the latest interior trends and the tips for adding an Italian touch in your
home. Meet the best Italian architects in UK and be inspired by amazing Italian homes.
Stay updated with the latest events in London for construction and interiors.
Krome blog is curated by Elisabetta Rizzato, creator of the Italian design blog ITALIANBARK.
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San Marco Group, is a leading company in the
manufacturing and distribution of paints, decoratives
and varnishes for the professional building industry.
With a history that began eighty years ago, San Marco
has succeeded in changing with the times and the
market’s requirements, evolving into the benchmark
company it is on the international scene today.
Established in 1937 in Treviso northern Italy, it can now
vaunt 11 production and commercial sites in several
countries, with a portfolio of some 7 brands.
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The best of the historic and famous Italian ceramice in
a large company founded at the end of the nineteenth
century near Rome as a trade in construction materials.
The passion and skills of the trade were transferred
from father to son, first to Amedeo and then to Giotto
Orsolini. All the knowledge gained over time and
the skills acquired for serving many generations of
consumers have allowed Amedeo, Rino and Giorgio
Orsolini to transform a local business into a solid reality
present in Lazio, Umbria and Tuscany. Because at
Orsolini, “Made in Italy” does not only mean style, but it
represents a productive model combining the creative
flair typical of our culture with the work ethics that have
always characterised Italian manufacturing tradition.
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Berti Wooden Floors: the parquet’s history that grow.
The company, founded by Cesare Berti in Villa del
Conte, Italy, in 1910, is today Italy’s leading parquet
manufacturer. Some things change with time, but some
others things never change: the company is still a
true family business and it is managed personally by
the company owners. The raw materials are chosen
by material sourced from forests that are managed
correctly from an environmental point of view, to a
flooring that upgrades every room and turns your house
into a home. Choose Berti and BertiStudio products’
quality for a high quality prefinished parquet flooring.
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Landscapers, architects, leaders of complex restoration
and territorial transformation. A history started in
1865, more than 150 years ago, that has always grown
strictly in contact with nature. A history imprinted in the
genetic code: “pagher”, in ancient Brescia dialect means
“fir” and in a wider sense - “forest”. Five generations of
nurserymen that, one after the other, have thoroughly
studied the nature capturing its every secret.
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Through 3 complete collections in the new edition of
the catalogues: PAN, SIBILLA and ALTATENSIONE, the
company is capable of meeting all lighting technology
needs, from interior lighting and home lighting to
garden lights, outdoor lighting and proposals for the
correct lighting of workplaces as well as safe solutions
for drive-over light sources, spotlight systems for
showrooms and scenery effects where light is designed
to exalt the architecture of buildings.
Our plant is located in Italy, always ensuring superior
standards of customer sales & services. In fact, a modern
and efficient 5000 square meters warehouse, assures
ample availability of products with nearly immediate
deliveries and efficient after-sales assistance.

ITALIAN MATERIALS
Italian materials have always been synonymous with
tradition but at the same time as research and innovation
resulting from an area full of natural resources that has
always challenged man to develop the best knowledge
in the world for a building art able to apply materials
of the highest quality Kromerefurbishing is the
Brand Ambassador of the best Italian companies for
distribution in UK including marble, fireplaces, doors
and wallpapers.
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KROME
76 Willesden Lane
NW6 7TA
London
Phone · +44 (0) 7871549680
Web · www.kromerefurbishing.co.uk
E-mail · info@kromerefurbishing.co.uk

